Texas Energy Group, LLC (TEG) Proudly Announces Sponsorship of the MAP
International “Art and Athletes 4 Action” Benefit
Texas Energy Group, LLC (TEG) was a proud Sponsor of the MAP International Benefit, which was held in
Atlanta, GA and benefited the fight against Buruli Ulcers in Liberia.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Austin, TX – February 12, 2013- Texas Energy Group, LLC (TEG) was a proud Sponsor of the MAP
International “Art and Athletes 4 Action” Benefit, which was held on Saturday, February 9, 2013 at the
Hard Rock Café in downtown Atlanta. The event was hosted by former University of Georgia Linebacker
Rennie Curran and included a multitude of honored NFL guests as well as Georgia artist Dylan Ross.
Funds raised at the event will help children and adults in Liberia, West Africa devastated by the rare
disease, Buruli Ulcer.
“TEG is thrilled to have supported such a great foundation and cause and been a part of such a successful
event. It is both heartwarming and empowering to know that you are a part of something so big as
helping fight such a debilitating disease,” stated Waylan Johnson, President of Texas Energy Group, LLC.
Mr. Johnson further stated, “We feel honored to have partnered with such a great organization such as
MAP International and we look forward to continuing to do our part in giving back to those in need.”
TEG is an Austin, Texas based oil and gas exploration and development company specializing in bringing
industry prospects to the private investor. With over 24 years of involvement in the oil and gas industry,
TEG has been involved in numerous ventures and partnerships, including ownership of two operating
companies that have operated numerous projects from North Dakota to Texas. TEG primarily focuses on
multi-well, lower risk developmental drilling projects.
For further information regarding topics discussed in this article please contact Texas Energy Group, LLC
directly via their Investor Relations Department; (877) 893-6749 or visit them on the web at
www.TexasEnergyGroup.com where you can sign up for the TEG (corporate) mailing list and receive up
to date information on general TEG activities, including all TEG press releases.
Emails may be directed to Info@TexasEnergyGroup.com
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